TwinToken
Smart Contract
Security Audit

DISCLAIMER
This audit documentation is for discussion purposes only.
The audit isn’t a legal document that verifies that the code is secure.
Nobody can 100% assure that the code won’t have future bugs or
vulnerabilities. This audit makes no statements or warranties about the
utility of the code, safety of the code, suitability of the business model,
regulatory regime for the business model, or any other statements about
the fitness of the contracts to purpose, or their bug-free status.
The scope of this audit was to analyze and document TWINTOKEN’s token
contract codebase for quality, security, and correctness. This audit
guarantees that your code has been revised by an expert and it’s secure.
And to discuss possible improvements and mostly to find bugs and
vulnerabilities that could risk investor’s Ether.
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PROCEDURE
In our analysis we consider the TWINTOKEN's smart contracts code We
perform our audit according to the following procedure:
● Automated analysis
○ We scan the project's smart contracts with the Solidity static code
analyser Smart-Check
○ We scan the project's smart contracts with several publicly available
automated Solidity analysis tools such as Remix
○ We manually verify (reject or confirm) all the issues found by the tools
● Manual audit
○ We manually analyse smart contracts for security vulnerabilities
○ We check the smart contracts' logic and compare it with the one
described in the documentation
● Report
○ We reflect all the gathered information in the report
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OVERVIEW OF THE AUDIT
The project has two .sol files, token.sol file which contains 177 lines of
Solidity code, and crowdsale.sol file which contains 169 lines of Solidity
code.
All the functions and state variables are well commented using mix format
of NatSpec and Solium documentation. Which is good and helps the
developer understand quickly how everything is supposed to work. This
smart contract provides a good suite of functionality that will be useful for
the entire contract.
1. Using modifiers to check for owner
2. Distribute tokens method to easily distribute tokens among team
3. Static addresses to manage members and teams
4. Good amount of checks to verifying that no one rather than the owner
can manipulate anything in the deployed smart contract
5. Have a failsafe to pause sale after deployments (isActive)
6. Have an effective upgrade path for bug fixes and improvements
7. Using OpenZeppelin's SafeMath.sol library to eliminate integer
overflow/underflow
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PROJECT ARCHITECTURE
AND CODE LOGIC
We manually analyzed the logic of the smart contracts as they have
described in their whitepaper. A brief non-technical description is as
follows:
1. The token contract allows owner account to distribute ERC20 standard
tokens
2. The total number of minted tokens cannot exceed the cap of
10,000,000,000 (10 billion) XTW
3. The TwinToken ICO will launch on 1 March 2018 through a sale of
5,000,000,000 (5 billion) tokens
4. Phase 1 runs from 1 March to 31 March 2018 and will allow
participants to buy a minimum of 5,000 XTW for 0.1 ETH.
5. Unsold tokens during the ICO phase will not be burned, it will be
returned to reserve token supply
6. For the first month, 50,000 XTW will be transferred to participants for 1
Ether and after that 40,000 XTW will be transferred to participants for
1 Ether
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KNOWN VULNERABILITIES
CHECKED
We have scanned the TWINTOKEN's smart contracts for commonly known
and more specific vulnerabilities. Here are some of the commonly known
vulnerabilities that we considered while auditing.
● Reentrancy
● Timestamp Dependence
● Gas Limit and Loops
● DoS with (Unexpected) Throw
● DoS with Block Gas Limit
● Transaction-Ordering Dependence
● Use of tx.origin
● Exception disorder
● Gas-less send
● Balance equality
● Byte array
● Transfer forwards all gas
● ERC20 API violation
● Malicious libraries
● Compiler version not fixed
● Redundant fallback function
● Send instead of transfer
● Style guide violation
● Unchecked external call
● Unchecked math
● Unsafe type inference
● Batch OverFlow
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MANUAL ANALYSIS
We manually analyzed all contracts, checked their logic and compared it
with the one described in the documentation of TWINTOKEN. In addition,
we manually verified all results from the automated analysis. Our
descriptive manual analysis results are as followed
Token.sol smart contract is using OpenZeppelin's well audited secure
standard smart contracts as an ERC20 base contract. Those contracts are as
follows
--SafeMath
--ERC20
--ERC20Basic
--BasicToken
--StandardToken
--Ownable
The only method which is not OpenZeppelin's standard method is
distributeTokens()

function distributeTokens(address _to, uint256 _value) public onlyOwner
returns (bool success) {
_value = _value * 10**18;
require(balances[owner] >= _value && _value > 0);
balances[_to] = balances[_to].add(_value);
balances[owner] = balances[owner].sub(_value);
Transfer(owner, _to, _value);
return true;
}
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This method is custom made for distributing tokens among team/
marketing/advisors etc. This function has onlyOwner modifier, basically,
make this method accessible only through the owner of the contract.
Constructor TwinToken() allocates all the supply to msg.sender which is
initially owner of the contract. And emits the transfer event from 0x0
address.
Ownable contract manages the owners, it allows current owner to change
new owner. and provides necessary modifier onlyOwner to use later in the
smart contract.

There aren't any critical vulnerabilities found in token.sol smart contract.
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Crowdsale.sol smart contract also uses OpenZeppelin's SafeMath.sol
library for safe unit mathematics. And it also uses Ownable.sol for managing
owners and modifiers that will after used in crowdsale smart contract.
Constructor function Crowdsale() will require token address and sale start
time from a user as a parameter, and it also checks for token address
validity. It shouldn't be zero.
changeSaleStatus() function is only accessible to the owner of the contract
and owner because this method is using onlyOwner modifier

function changeSaleStatus (bool _isFunding) external onlyOwner {
isFunding = _isFunding;
}

The owner can change token conversation rate by calling changeRate()
method.
But this method is also using onlyOwner modifier. So this will be only
accessible to the owner of the contract.

function changeRate (uint256 _RATE) external onlyOwner {
RATE = _RATE;
}

Default fallback function checks for the time and change rate accordingly,
and internally calls buyTokens() function.
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buyTokens() function uses whenSaleIsActive modifier so participant can
only transect ether to the contract when isFunding == true this condition
will satisfied. And if the sale isn't active participants ether will be reverted
back to their account but use will be charged for gas for this transaction.
This function also calculates the number of tokens to send and validity
checks. Ether sent to this contract will be automatically forwarded to the
owner of the contract.
function buyTokens() public payable whenSaleIsActive {
// Minimum ETH required to buy
require(msg.value >= minETH);
// Calculate tokens to sell
uint256 weiAmount = msg.value;
uint256 tokens = weiAmount.mul(RATE);
BoughtTokens(msg.sender, tokens);
raisedAmount = raisedAmount.add(msg.value);
token.transfer(msg.sender, tokens);
owner.transfer(msg.value);
}
Remaining tokens after the sale will be burned by the owner (using
onlyOwner modifier). This contract can be destroyed by calling destroy()
method, again this method is only accessible to the owner of the contract.

There isn't any critical vulnerability found in crowdsale.sol contract.
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CONCLUSION
In this report, we have considered the security of TWINTOKEN smart
contracts. We performed our audit according to the procedure described
above.
The audit showed a high code quality without any critical and severe
vulnerabilities in code. After a thorough manual analysis, and checking code
with solidity documentation and some functional testing we can assure that
this code is well commented and clear on what it’s supposed to do for each
and every function.

________ This audit was performed by
Hardik Patel

